
Mr Fergal Brennan - Study Plan 
 
 

 
➔ It is up to you what content to include in each subject. 
➔ Strong & weak subject to be studied every night - use ekker app to track study so that you are not overloading on one subject and leaving another 

short. 
➔ Saturday should be utilised also as soon as you feel you are ready for weekend study. 
➔ If you do grinds in a subject, you would include that in your timetable also. 
➔ Alter the blank slots on the timetable to suit you if you have more or less subjects than I have included. 
➔ If homework doesn’t last the 1 ½ hours that I have allocated here, divide the remaining time to study the subjects for that evening. 
➔ Increase timing on study from 30 minutes upwards when you feel confident enough that you can remain focused for that period of time. 
➔ NB: NOT NECESSARY TO FOLLOW. GENERIC PLAN ONLY. 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

9-4 School School School School School  

4:15 - 5:45 Homework Homework Homework Homework Homework  

 
5:45 - 6:15 

 
Study - 1 subject 

(strongest 
subjects) 

 
Study - 1 subject 

(considered a 
weaker subject) 

 
Study - 1 subject 

(strongest 
subjects) 

 
Study - 1 subject 

(considered a 
weaker subject) 

 
 

 
Study - 1 subject 
during this period 

 

6:15 - 7:15 
 
 

Dinner / Walk / 
Listen to music / 
hurling/camogie 
etc… (something 
to clear the mind) 

Dinner / Walk / 
Listen to music / 
hurling/camogie 
etc… (something 
to clear the mind) 

Dinner / Walk / 
Listen to music / 
hurling/camogie 
etc… (something 
to clear the mind) 

Dinner / Walk / 
Listen to music / 
hurling/camogie 
etc… (something 
to clear the mind) 

Dinner / Walk / 
Listen to music / 
hurling/camogie 
etc… (something 
to clear the mind) 

 

7:15 - 7:45 Study - 1 subject 
(considered a 

weaker subject) 

Study - 1 subject 
(strongest 
subjects) 

Study - 1 subject 
(considered a 

weaker subject) 

Study - 1 subject 
(strongest 
subjects) 

Training/Music 
lessons etc.. 

 



Some mistakes associated with study: 
 
➔ Only reading your revision notes as opposed to learning them. 

➔ Flash cards, mind maps etc.. look great, but they still must be learned and processed to ensure that the 

information is transferred into your memory. 

➔ Mobile phones negative affect on homework - Study has found that the use of a phone leads to a 25% 

decrease in performance. 

➔ Importance of sleep is underestimated (see vlog on sleep) 

➔ Lack of study on subjects you find most difficult - students often enjoy studying topics that they are good at 

but what about subjects that you are not as keen on? That results are not as high in? It is hugely important 

to revise these topics so that they maintain if not improve their currency standard! 


